An Unlikely Pair
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Australian rider Ian Smith
with Dutch breeder Emmy de Jeu

When young Australian rider Ian Smith
sought experience in Europe he found there
were many talented young riders all vying for
the chance to make their name in the sport
of dressage.
A meeting with Dutch breeder Emmy de Jeu
in Australia created an opening that has led
to Ian having a base in the Netherlands, a
steady supply of young horses to work and
sell, and the opportunity to compete with his
own horses as he developed his riding and
horse business.
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Ian Smith grew up in Australia, but doesn’t boast of riding
before he could walk. In contrast he had to overcome wellfounded fears before getting in the saddle. Although there
were horses on the family property, the family did not have
a riding background. “It was the fear of something bigger,
heavier and stronger than me that I had absolutely no clue
how to control or guide,” he says.
His mother, Angela, saw the fear and frustration so she asked
if he had the opportunity to learn properly would he like to
try?
It was an opportune meeting with Grand Prix coach, SallyLeigh Woods, that was the start of a long-term association
and Ian’s introduction to the subtleties of dressage.
Still in his twenties, Ian’s youthful appearance belies his
dedication to dressage and the wealth of experience he has
amassed in little more than a decade.

‘Living the dream’ - competing with two
horses at the final of the HorseFood Young
Horse Talent Cup.

A nice hot choc in the snow on a Sunday morning
after all the horses have been on the walker and
the boxes cleaned.

Ian with Australian owned Ianthe De Jeu (left)
and Isha De Jeu (right) owned by Emmy, after
both placing first in their respected L level
tests (Novice level).

Riding his stallion Dornkaart in pirouette - one of the two horses
he took to Holland.

Ian doesn’t believe he showed any great riding talent initially; rather it was his own
determination and his mum’s great support that got him through.
“Everything in the first five years of my riding career was taught, I don’t think any of it was
talent. I was fortunate that my parents gave me the opportunity to train so often as training
at least three times per week, with a Grand Prix coach, really does pay off. As does having
the opportunity to head overseas at the age of eighteen.”
Ian’s family were supportive when he wanted to relocate to Europe to further his
opportunities and education in dressage and to compete against the European riders at
a higher, more competitive level. Initially based in Scandinavia, he has trained, competed
and coached in Germany, England, South Africa, the USA and now in The Netherlands. He
has also competed at FEI level in Australia with young and older horses, and achieved his
national coaching accreditation while completing a double business degree at University!
While he may have had family behind him who supported and encouraged his venture
into dressage, achieving success in this field required hard work and dedication, as any
successful rider will attest to.

“I worked hard to get to where I am today and the more I grow
and develop as a rider and coach, the more I want to achieve.
Being based in Europe has made me even more ambitious and
it’s exciting to think about what the future will bring.”
Dressage may look easy to those watching at an event or on their television, and that is how
it should be, but many riders aiming for the higher levels only ever achieve the performing
of the movements without the pizzazz that makes those movements looks awe inspiring.
Ian did his ‘apprenticeship’ in Scandanavia, Germany and England and then as a working
pupil in Germany for two years where he rode under fellow Australian, Briana Burgess. To
live and survive financially in the equestrian world of Europe, Ian realised he needed a
different approach.

A meeting in Australia with Dutch breeder, Emmy de Jeu
dramatically changed his future.
A smart business woman, Emmy honed her skills in the cut-throat world of the wholesale
Dutch flower business. Not afraid to lead by example and set the pace that others follow,
Emmy’s vision of a cash and carry flower business was the first of it’s kind in Amsterdam
and it’s huge success - despite the odds - has given her a confidence to follow her dreams
and gut instincts.
Retiring from the flower business some 15 years ago, her focus has been solely on the
Equestrian Sport Horse industry. An initial stroke of genius was to be the first in Europe to
Continued

Everyone loves a good story and horse
people are no different. In fact, horse people
thrive on stories - they provide hope and
inspiration in a fast-paced world, where
horse breeding and training can seem
painfully slow pursuits, requiring patience,
dedication, vision and a determination to
win against the odds.
It is no secret that the business of horse
breeding is waning - general European
figures show a drop of almost 40% in
numbers of foals born over the last few years
- an irony when so many people are taking
up equestrian sports.
One person who realised this several years
ago is well known Dutch breeder, Emmy
de Jeu. On the board of the main Dutch
breeding society, the KWPN, Emmy has
for several years been increasing her foal
numbers and gently encouraging others
to follow suit. But Emmy is also the first to
acknowledge that just breeding more foals
is not the answer to a two part problem.
“Not only are there not enough foals born
in Europe each year to satisfy demand, foal
prices in general are dropping every year.
The average price figures put forward by the
various breed societies are unintentionally
deceptive. The high-price foals, the top ten
percent of a year crop, are increasing every
year in price as international demand for the
very best grows. These high prices drag the
average price up and mislead people into
believing that the industry is healthy, when in
reality the true story is many breeders struggle
to achieve prices that will cover their cost and
effort every year, which is a similiar scenario
for Australian breeders. With 59% of registered
KWPN breeders over the age of 60, there is a
lot of work to be done to encourage younger
generations to pursue a business in sport horse
breeding and breeders in general need to find
new ways to value add to their businesses - and
this applies not only in Europe but countries
such as America and Australia.”
Emmy de Jeu.
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Riding in all seasons ...summer ...
and winter at the de Jeu property.

A brisk walk in the forest.

“BetaVet’s
REGUMARE is
absolutely working
a treat for Ceniki.”
OLIVIA ROBERSTON
(BETAVET Team Rider
Netherlands)

Natural Solutions

The immaculately maintained
stable complex.

add a stud prefix to every horse bred and sourced - the De Jeu brand name is now recognisable
around the world as an indication of top quality horses and honest reliability. For someone who
grew up in an era without mobile phone or internet, Emmy has not been shy on the uptake of
social media, with an ever-increasing, large and active global network now following the ‘De
Jeu’ brand name.
After frequent meetings, and working with Emmy on the development of a sound business model,
Ian packed his life and horse, moved from Germany to Holland, and started a new venture.
With the mantra, ‘It’s not what you know, it’s who you know, he made a beeline to Holland
and de Jeu, to seek counsel and see where this new venture would lead. He quickly realised
that he was one of many good, young riders in Europe and that he would have to be inventive
and rewrite the rule book if he was to have any chance of success. It was a vision that paid off
because with Emmy, he was talking to someone who had a similar vision.

It was not long before Ian and Emmy established a business
arrangement - with Emmy providing the horses and her Dutch
connections, and Ian the riding capability.
Realising that they both had complimentary skill sets, it has been a masterful stroke of business
acumen from the unlikely pair. Eighteen months on, the arrangement is mutually beneficial as
Emmy can now boast an additional service to her breeding programme, a service which allows
her to retain some of her stock and present them later for sale as riding horses under saddle
through Ian’s business, Ian Smith Dressage. And for Ian, with a good connection of buyers
behind him, it means he has horses to ride, compete and present for sale.
It is the perfect example of a situation that is far greater than the individual parts could ever
have been - where the odds have been weighed and the outcome won.
The De Jeu / Smith format is one that is crafted daily by respect and diligent communication
and hard work. It is a format that is working and one that no doubt will be emulated by other
breeders and riders around the globe in the years to come.

REGUMARE
Mare Support

The herbal solution for
moody mares. Hormone
free and safe to handle.
AVAILABLE FROM

www.horseandhound.com.au
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Ian’s life is completely taken up with horses;
competing, coaching around the world and assisting
clients to purchase their ideal partner, and he loves
every aspect.
“Dressage is about fitting horse and rider together to
perform as a team,” he says. That’s quite a challenge
as every horse has its own unique feeling and every
rider favours different attributes.

rides) and spending time in our quaint stables. I
love to potter around with the horses – walking,
grooming, and spending time being with them.
It’s also really special for me when my parents and
close family fly to Europe to visit.”
The de Jeu stables are situated in Oosterstreek in
the province of Friesland, approximately 130 km
from Amsterdam.

Ian has been successful at, and gets a lot of satisfaction
from, bringing together the ideal combination of horse
and rider. Over the last two years he’s helped form
partnerships throughout Europe, Australia and the USA.

Ian currently has twelve horses in the stables; a
selection of de Jeu youngsters, his own horses
and those that he trains for clients through his Ian
Smith Dressage business.

“For me it’s a challenge, and it is rewarding to watch
their success as they continue to develop.

With competitions at least every fortnight its hard to
juggle the continued training of the young horses,
management of the stables and training for himself.
He trains with Johan Hammiga, who is great for
improving the quality of the horse’s work, piaffe,
passage and its way of going. He also trains with
Monique Peutz, a 5* Grand Prix Judge.

“Horses are my life, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
Even when I’m being social with friends or travelling
for work, I’m always thinking about something to do
with a horse, the business or my clients. Horses and
clients’ horses are completely intertwined into my life.”
The Hanoverian stallion, Dornkaart, travelled with
Ian in Europe and, after enjoying success in Germany
initially, they are now making their mark in Dutch
competitions. As well as training and preparing
Dornkaart for the Grand Prix Ian is also riding some
other talented youngsters in competitions.
Although he delights in being part of competitive
success, he also enjoys quiet times away from the
spotlight.
“My happiest moments are training at home with
my own team of horses (especially when I have good

A three year old De Nieo x Negro gelding
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Ian recognises that many coaches and trainers
have assisted him in attaining this level of dressage
in a relatively short period of time. He is embracing
the opportunity to continue to learn and grow as a
rider, trainer and coach and to share his knowledge
with clients in the future.
Recalling how tough it was finding his path and
opportunities when he first went to Europe, Ian
likes to ‘give back to the sport’ by having a working
student, which gives young riders the opportunity
to be involved and gain experience of working in
Europe in a competition stable.

Ian and Justusch... a
four year old co-owned
by Ian and Emmy
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